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Abstract. Various common problems can be observed of the ongoing 
land management processes in Central and Eastern European (CEE) 
countries. The problems appear mainly because of confl icting legislation, 
performance of procedures, political unwillingness, lack of capacity of 
the local municipalities and other public administration, insuffi ciency of 
information and people participation, lack of skills of the professionals 
and in public administration. Source of all the mentioned problems 
is insuffi cient understanding of the institutional setting of the land 
management processes.

The aim of this contribution is to introduce the reader to the theory of 
the institutional economics and discuss its importance for systematisation 
of both the regulatory framework, i.e. institutions – ‘rules of the game’ 
and the procedures in the fi elds of territorial planning and real property 
formation. This theory provides a vocabulary to describe the balance 
between the regulatory structures (public sector) and the market forces 
(private sector) that will allow controlled growth and will be perceived as 
of general economic and social well being to the populace. Thus, the paper 
is intended to activate and urge politicians, governmental authorities, non-
governmental organizations, academic staff and managers of private fi rms. 
This contribution also can be seen as a source for further development of 
concepts for analysis of the observed problems. Hence combining the theory 
with appropriate methodology may suggest, how to deal with the stated 
various problems.

Monographic descriptive method and logical analysis have been used 
in this contribution.

Keywords: institutional economics, institutional arrangement, land 
management, land administration, land use effi ciency, cooperation and 
coordination, regulatory framework, public participation
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1 Introduction
“During the last fi fty years, the countries of central and eastern Europe (CEE) 
have experienced two profound changes in the dominant political ideology – a 
transition to a socialist command style economy during the early 1950’s, followed 
by a transition back to a market economy in the years following 1989. The socialist 
years had a signifi cant impact on the socio-economic and legal framework” (Dale 
and Baldwin 1998). The results of the study carried out during 1997-1998 and 
described by above mentioned authors show how the economies are developing 
through the prism of existing institutions in the countries of transition.

The land management domain is underspecifi ed from a theoretical point of 
view. Therefore, land management needs development of appropriate theoretical 
basis. It is assumed that a potential source is institutional economics and its branch 
– new institutional economics.

The economics of real property rights has been explored by many researchers 
such as Alchian (1965), Cheung (1968), Barzel (1989) and others. To organize 
various strands of the new institutional economics it is useful to begin with 
distinction between both terms the ‘institutional environment’ and ‘institutional 
arrangements’. The situation found in the mid-90s is re-analysed from the 
perspective of theories of institutions, focusing on the legal and administrative 
framework, rule of law, and civil society by North (1990; 1994) and De Soto 
(2000).

In the beginning of 90’s, by ‘socialistic legacy’ – cast of mind, traditions, 
management structures, skills etc, various CEE countries started the land reforms 
to reorganize the legal, economic and social relations of the land. In fact, the 
land reform in each country was supported by specifi c land policy, which was 
implemented through laws and regulations to fulfi l specifi c goals and objectives.

It can be observed generally that previous ownership rights were restituted 
and the State property privatised during land reforms in CEE countries. Although 
a lot of work has been done up till now – roughly the land was distributed 
through decision-making, fi eld surveying, registrations, enforcement of rights, 
plenty of mistakes can be identifi ed. Often the land has been distributed without 
economic substantiation and correct legal solutions. In some countries the process 
of territorial planning lagged the results of the land reform, and the land–use 
planning did not include planned land reorganization and land consolidation 
measures during land reform. Particular examples of land tenure development and 
legal provisions has been described and analysed by Auzins (2003) in Latvia.

This contribution argues that the people involved into land management 
activities should pay more attention to new institutional economics.

2 Theoretical foundation
Institutional economics refers to the branch of economics, which stresses the 
importance of institutions in determining how economies really work (Black 2002). 
Thus, practised norms of land ownership are important in economic development. 
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For instance, the lack of clearly defi ned and enforced property rights is proving 
a handicap in the transformation from planned to market economies in Eastern 
Europe. This should not exclude the analysis of social-economic infl uences on 
institutions itself. It is assumed that trying to model economies without taking into 
account these infl uences may lead to serious mistakes.

2.1 Basic concepts (on link between institutions and wealth)
The economics of institutions employs the term property rights in a general sense 
(which differs from its role in legal doctrine) to defi ne the rights of an actor to use 
valuable assets (Alchian 1977). The property rights of an actor are embodied both 
in formal rules and in social norms and customs, and their economic relevance 
depends on how well the property rights are recognized and enforced by other 
members of society. It is important to note that the ability (power) of an actor to 
use valuable resources derives both from external and internal control. External 
control depends on the property rights of an actor or, in other words, on how 
his/her institutional environment – constitutions, statutes, regulations, norms, 
enforcement, and sanctions – constrains and directs both the actor in question and 
outsiders. Internal control is established by the actors themselves through various 
investments aimed at gaining control over scarce resources, involving monitoring, 
fencing, hiring private guards, checking reputations, and other measures (Alston 
et al. 1996).

Transaction cost economics is an approach to the economic explanation 
of institutions (Black 2002). This considers the relative merits of conducting 
transactions within organizations and between different actors (organizations) 
using markets. It takes account of bounded rationality, information problems, the 
costs of negotiating contracts, and opportunism.

The term transaction costs refers to an actor’s opportunity cost of establishing 
and maintaining internal control of resources. Transaction costs, the costs of 
measurement and enforcement, are incurred to protect values both in voluntary 
exchange and against involuntary exchange, such as theft (Alston et al. 1996). 
There can be explored ‘trade-off between enforcement benefi ts and consent costs’ 
according to the interesting contribution written by Arrunada (2001), but this is 
another matter for additional investigations.

Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are 
the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction. Institutions 
are established to reduce uncertainty by providing a structure to everyday life. 
According to North’s study a crucial distinction is made between institutions 
and organizations. Like institutions, organizations provide a structure to human 
interaction. Indeed, when we examine the costs that arise as a consequence of the 
institutional framework, we see they are a result not only of that framework, but 
also of the organizations that have developed in consequence of that framework 
(North 1990).

Term organization refers to a set of actors (groups of individuals) who 
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cooperate or act jointly by some common purpose to achieve objectives. 
Organizations include political bodies (political party, the parliament, a municipal 
council, a regulatory agency), economic bodies (fi rm, family farm, cooperatives), 
social bodies (an association, NGO, church), and educational bodies (school, 
university, a training centre).

2.2 New institutional economics
New institutional economics (NIE) is an interdisciplinary enterprise combining 
economics, law, organizational theory, political science, sociology and 
anthropology to understand the institutions of social, political and commercial 
life. Its goal is to explain what institutions are, how they arise, what purposes 
they serve, how they change and how – if at all – they should be reformed (Klein 
1999).

Institutional environment refers to the background constraints or ‘rules of 
the game’ that guide individuals’ behaviour, and it forms the framework in which 
human action takes place.

Institutional arrangements, by contrast, are specifi c guidelines what 
Williamson (1975) who originated the term ‘new institutional economics’ calls 
‘governance structures’ that are designed by partners to mediate particular 
economic relationships. Business fi rms, long-term contracts, public bureaucracies, 
non-profi t organizations and other contractual agreements are examples of 
institutional arrangements. The study of governance is more prosaic than the study 
of the institutional environment (Klein 1999). Mundane questions of whether to 
make or buy particular maps to be used as background information for making 
territorial planning or whether to organize the land planning offi ces at each local 
municipality or more centralized are ones that arise at the governance level.

 The fundamental theoretical problem underlying the question of cooperation 
is the manner by which individuals attain knowledge of each other’s preferences 
and likely behaviour. Moreover, the problem is one of common knowledge, since 
each individual is required not only to have information about others preferences, 
but also to know that the others have knowledge about its own preferences and 
strategies (Schofi eld 1985). Since an organisation associates group of individuals, 
it is assumed that the issues of cooperation are important to stress on both inside 
the one organisation and among various organisations. As institutions are both 
formal and informal rules of the game in a society that must be enforceable, it is 
necessary to have a mechanism how these rules can be enforced. Here appears 
need to make people cooperate. Cooperation in common with organisation of the 
mundane work and execution of the bounded functions of an organization has 
meaningful place when we are talking about institutional arrangements leading to 
the effi ciency issues.

3 Effi cient land management and land administration
Land is considered for continuous redistribution among various bodies, and so 
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as ownership on the one hand and as object of the specifi c purpose of use on the 
other.

Land management means a process by which the resources of land are 
put to good effect. Accordingly, Land administration refers to the processes of 
capturing, maintaining and disseminating information about the ownership, value 
and use of land and its associated resources. Thus, land administration system has 
to provide a wide range of society with access to relevant real property data and to 
take charge of actualisation and security of these data. Land management involves 
the implementation of fundamental policy decisions about the nature and extent 
of investments in the land. From an institutional perspective, land management 
includes the formulation of land policy, the legal framework, resource 
management, institutional arrangements, and land information management. It 
entails both governmental and private initiatives (UN ECE 1996).

The key issue in land management is the harmonization of the relationship 
between both the individuals and the land. Therefore, two dimensions – rights in 
land and utilization of the land can be seen, from which arise economic and social 
aspects. Also two subjects can be identifi ed when dealing with land management 
and land administration matters – public (governmental) sector and private 
sector. Different from above in chapter ‘theoretical foundation’ mentioned, three 
sets of actors play meaningful roles operating the land management procedures 
– politicians (decision makers), professionals and society (participatories).

It is generally accepted that the State must have a dominant role in setting 
up and operating land management and land administration systems, because the 
public sector – the governmental organisations and municipalities is responsible 
for wealth of the society on the whole. However, the infl uence and extent of 
involvement of the private sector differs among the countries.

For the purpose of the following analysis, it is assumed that the administration 
and control of various processes like land-use planning, cadastre and land 
registration etc. is within the domain of the public sector while a various amount 
of responsibilities can be delegated to the private sector. Thus, the State may 
operate a legal process of the land management using governmental authorities 
with little input from the private sector. In many countries, however, private 
licensed (delegated) professionals perform various duties.

Land-use planning is concerned with both the formation of new units of real 
properties and the readjustment of the existing ones involving changes in both the 
purposes of their use and their spatial structure. Economically, land-use planning 
is justifi ed in terms of land consolidation, defi nition of ‘best use’, territorial 
readjustments (land reorganization) or imposition of restrictions. Therefore, land-
use planning is enforced to increase the utility and the market value of the land as 
real property.

For the assessing the effi ciency of the land management and land 
administration systems, the responsible authorities must address a number of major 
issues, such as: intergovernmental coordination, centralization/decentralization, 
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the roles of the public and private sectors, mechanisms to ensure that user needs 
are met, management of the particular organizations, relevant information and 
human resources, education, training and research, and international cooperation. 
By coordinating the main relative activities, responsible authorities can avoid the 
duplication of effort and develop an integrated policy. Through that, they can 
have a clear picture of all land management issues and they can jointly focus 
towards considering ‘best practice’, resolving the problems and applying good 
land administration, which would promote an active land market and effi cient 
land use.

The effi ciency of land use is determined on the basis of economics and may 
vary with different types of ownership and specifi c purposes of land use. However, 
different aspects of land management involve: economic, legal, ecological, social 
effi ciencies (Kaing 2003). Generally, the land use can be considered as effi cient if 
society (people) receive possible maximum yield from real property. 

Land–use planning and effi ciency measures take place because of limited 
land resources and the need for increasing the effi ciency of the economic land 
use. 

4 Unarranged institutions: main reasons and consequences observing 
CEE countries
The land administration functions established in the transition economies have 
concentrated on the re-establishment of the necessary legal framework, the 
establishment of a services (land information management) network and the 
registration of title to land property, as well as the support for the property 
privatisation, restitution and compensation for previous ownership or similar 
programmes, which differs among CEE countries. In some cases it is recognised 
that the institutional arrangements may not be optimal for effi cient land 
management and land administration systems, and in other areas it is clear that the 
organisations face signifi cant problems in introducing modern technologies that 
are also constantly changing besides to rapid movement of transition process.

The comparative study into land markets in CEE countries was carried 
out during 1997-1998 and described by Dale and Baldwin (1998). It examined 
progress in six countries en route from a command driven economy to a market 
based economy that is compatible with the requirements of the membership of 
the EU. The investigation involved detailed case studies in the Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Latvia, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia and sought those elements that are 
necessary for an effi cient land market (Dale and Baldwin 1998). The overall 
assessment of the land market indicators of these countries refl ected data 
about the following sectors of land market: policy framework (legal basis), 
market assessment (actors, commodity, fi nancial instruments), and three pillars 
- land registration and cadastre, market based land valuation, fi nancial services. 
Observing the transitional curve from command economy driven by reforms 
to market economy driven by harmonization for the case study countries can 
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be concluded that the way is just, roughly, near to half. Why the processes are 
developing so slow, what are the reasons for that? Who has to take the initiative 
and appropriate responsibilities?

Land and property ownership has long been identifi ed as a prerequisite for 
economic development, but De Soto (2000) has given vivid fl ash to that theory in 
his fastidious and attractive book ‘The Mystery of Capital’. Broadly, he argues that 
with the problem identifi ed, the solution - creating proper national legal system as 
in the West – is a matter of political will. Thus the central question arises – why 
capitalism triumphs in the West and fails everywhere else?

The main reasons for the lack of expedient and deliberative cooperation 
and coordination among various stakeholders in land management are rather 
common in CEE countries. Those reasons relatively can be separated regarding 
its character, but they have interrelated infl uence:
- political issues (insecure environment for investments, unwillingness of the 

politicians, different priorities and interests, “socialistic legacy” – cast of 
mind, traditions)

- legal issues (lack of the executive mechanism, contradictious legislative 
norms)

- Organizational issues (ineffi cient public administrations and performance of 
their functions, duplication of the responsibilities, lack of knowledge, skills 
and awareness, meagre information)

- fi nancial issues (defi cient of fi nances, inappropriate selection of the priorities, 
unavailable credit resources)

- technical issues (shortage of technologies, incompatible methods, software 
and data sets).

Regarding to the above stated, it can be identifi ed that the results of the 
land reforms according to its aims and goals to a great extent have overtaken 
the development of the territorial planning systems, and thus, the interrelation 
between land distribution and sustainable planning is very weak.

Mainly in rural areas where the land is not properly used or unused at 
all, access to the land, or in other words - the provision for economic land use 
becomes more important than the enforcement of the real property rights on that 
land. The market forces initiate a detail planning and in this respect high-pressure 
public authorities broadly, but it is clear long before that the market mechanism 
alone – without dominance of public sector – cannot generate the capital assets.

Observing the offi cial data of the land registries, it can be identifi ed that a 
very small percentage of lands is in ownership of the public sector comparing 
with the lands registered, and so belonging to the private sector in some CEE 
countries. It indicates on the fact that public authorities do not hurry to enforce the 
real property rights to specifi c areas of land. In addition, there can be burdened 
the possibilities to develop certain areas, if the public sector does not have enough 
reserved resources of land.
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Several extended case studies and strategy papers on land fragmentation 
and land consolidation in CEE countries recently have been prepared by FAO in 
cooperation with GTZ and presented in conference, which took place in Technical 
University of Munich (2002).

Thus, it is identifi ed that the consequences of the unfi nished land allotments 
and consolidations have a serious impact on the preparations of investment aims 
and on the development of cities and villages in Czech Republic. It complicates 
regional planning and the construction process, and could be an obstacle for the 
fl ow of foreign investments into country. It also creates problems for the tax offi ces 
during tax collection from real estate and complicates the selling (distribution) of 
State land (untitled).

Land sale-purchase market has become operating under a legal framework 
since 1998 in Romania. The share of households that had land transactions is 
low, less than 1% of the total agricultural land area while the transacted land 
areas are small – 1.26 ha on average. It must be mentioned that land transactions 
have not taken place in all the localities of the country – in 1516 of the total 2686 
communes in Romania.

The present transition state of agriculture and forestry in Bulgaria is not 
yet favourable for systematic land consolidation, despite the vast problems 
posed by fragmentation. Public attitude, land policies, the legislative framework, 
land administration reform, the lack of planning experience and the unstable 
structure of farming enterprises are not conducive to classical consolidation 
schemes involving the rearrangement of ownership rights. On the other hand, 
some practical solutions for the fragmentation issues have emerged that may 
well function within the present framework, relying more on the leasing market 
and driven by purely economic motives. These need special attention and timely 
support in order to achieve better results and to sustain the structural reform of 
farming enterprises (TU Munich 2002).  

As a result of the real property privatisation and restitution of the previous 
ownership there is ‘divided’ ownership in Latvia. Therefore, it is possible that 
different persons own a land parcel, a building on this land parcel, and a fl at within 
this building. Up till the last stage of the land reform, which is not concluded yet, 
there is no special law that would regulate matters of such divided real property in 
Latvia (Auzins 2003). During the land reform dealing with the three different real 
property types without even law on cadastre, not saying about missing regulations 
on real property formation procedures, but with rather well developed cadastral 
system the Latvian situation is regarded to be complex (Auzins 2003).

Unclear picture regarding to appropriate terminology resources and its 
proper use can be identifi ed as well. The specifi c glossary of terms in the fi eld 
of land management and administration should provide the people related to the 
fi eld with unitary understanding about use of particular term in accordance with 
the appropriate context, traditions and received practice. Before developing such a 
terminology resources, it is usable to organise expertise, exchange of experiences 
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(also internationally driven), investigation of existing glossaries and dictionaries 
(databases), legislative acts and other materials (Auzins 2003). 

5 Methodological considerations
The present contribution may be seen as source for working out the concepts for 
analysis of the observed problems. Hence combining the theory with appropriate 
methodology leads to the fi ndings how to deal with the stated various problems. 
Therefore, the main effort of the exploration is to describe, in an objective, way, 
the land management process, that is: routine, ongoing activities, implications of 
social-economic and legal nature. The complexity of sustainability and diversity 
of various fi elds of activities that refer to land use in different countries necessities 
the use indicators as measures of appropriate problem scope. Effi ciency is one 
such indicator.

The comparative analysis can be followed by an explorative analysis of the 
causes of economic effi ciency. The indicator may be applied to relevant processes, 
for instance, to real property transactions and privatisation, and to institutional 
performance. The methodology for national acquisition of evidence, and for 
international comparison can be described on the basis of outcome of modelling.

The formalisation of various activities through modelling effort includes 
a survey of available techniques and facilities, and assessment of different 
approaches as background taking appropriate problem domain. Stubkjær (1999) 
proposes the cadastral problem domain when modelling real property transactions. 
The diagram in Figure 1 adopts the traditional Owner-Rights-Parcel structure.

Figure 1. A view of the cadastral problem domain (Stubkjær 1999) 
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Development of formal methods that are feasible for modelling can be 
supported by system analysis approach and relied on object oriented methodology. 
The modelling approach is based on the standardised geographical information 
developments, its reference models and terminology. The formal descriptive 
technique can use Unifi ed Modelling Language (UML), which is the standardised 
conceptual schema language. The UML is the industry-standard language for 
specifying, visualising, constructing, and documenting the artefacts of software 
systems (Booch et al. 1999).

Using modelling as tool for description, representation and comparison of 
different data sets of national variety, can be updated and improved information 
fl ows, legislation, relevant procedures and performance of organisational 
structures dealing with land use, thus improved effi ciency, as effective land 
management and land administration systems can support real property markets 
and sustainable land use.

The incumbent topics of modelling of real property transactions from 
principled problems, specifi c situations in different European problems via 
technology for supporting the process of modelling to some partial solutions to 
the problems are refl ected in the book issued under the European COST research 
action G9 ‘Modelling Real Property Transactions’.

Thus, the basic setting for modelling the inner and outer views of cadastral 
system, developing and using a specifi c modelling methodology for conceptual 
formalism is described and a framework for the formal models presented by 
professor Sumrada (2003, p. 139-148). In compliance with described methodology, 
UML models for the simplifi ed Slovene cadastral subdivision case have been 
developed and outcomes on the several UML diagrams presented in parallel 
with the description of development stages. According to Sumrada’s study, the 
identifi cation and description of use cases, actors and the important interactions 
among actors and use cases, as well as presentation of the use case model on a set 
of use case diagrams is subjacent to use case analysis and modelling. Hereafter he 
organised the use cases into suitable groups and presented the organisation of use 
cases and their hierarchy on package diagrams.

Figure 2. Use case model for the Slovene subdivision case – package

 Transfer of real 
property 

Subdivision 
process 

Registration of 
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Registration of 
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Thus, analytical class diagrams designed the problem domain objects, i.e. real 
world abstractions, their classes and the relationship among them. The main efforts 
were oriented to the development of dynamic structure, i.e. processing behaviour 
of classes. Developed activity diagram for a real property transfer process in the 
case of subdivision is useful for analysing the use case, and for depicting and 
understanding the workfl ow of business processes. Robustness analysis (class 
diagram) identifi es the set of participating objects for the use case. Developed 
sequence diagram shows the order of processing responsibility and serves for 
analysing the message and data interchange while collaboration diagram shows 
the key transactions between identifi ed objects, which form the critical path or the 
main scenario of the use case. Finally, detailed analysis class diagram was made 
for the Slovene subdivision case, which refl ects the completion of the analytical 
phase of the development process and serves for future development of the case 
(the information system).

The problem domain of the real property formation can be developed for 
further modelling this process in CEE countries, especially where the new real 
properties are formed and registered in cadastre and land registry. For this purpose 
another - following study is briefl y presented in this paper.

One of the results of investigation of Latvian situation is concerned with the 
proposal of the problem domain of real property formation process (see Figure 3). 
It is assumed that the proposed problem domain is actual starting point for future 
activities investigating more deeply and modelling also processes related to real 
property formation (transactions, land consolidation), as well as institutions. The 
core idea is to explicitly encode a shared understanding (ontology) of the domain 
that should be agreed among different parties.

Figure 3. Problem domain of real property formation (Auzins 2003) 
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According to the conception of cadastre in Latvia, the real property formation 
includes procedures as a result of which as altogether of real property objects is 
registered new real property or changed the content of existing one in Cadastral 
information system (IS). In fact, the procedures ‘in the fi eld’ are related to the 
physical – real property objects that are determined through procedures:
- subdividing real property objects into several real property objects
- amalgamating real property objects into one object
- the part of real property object adjoining to the proximal object do not 

shaping this part as new real property object
- changing the confi guration or size of already registered real property object 

(building, group of premises).

Thus, real property in Cadastral IS is formed:
- shaping new real property
- subdividing registered real property into several independent real properties 

(including partitition of joint properties)
- amalgamating several real properties into one real property (including 

liquidation of real properties – buildings)
- changing the content of already registered real property adjoining to it or 

disjoining from it real property object.

The problem domain in Figure 3 may be extended and considered to be as 
background for modelling both the institutions and the related processes. There 
can be explored, for instance, relation between documentation (feature of rights) 
and fact of registration, or data fl ow, or infl uences of real property subject (here 
the person – owner or user – representing a social power) to the legislation, as 
well as infl uences of organisational structures to the legislation, or the role of 
legislature, etc. by using the above stated problem domain. 

6 Conclusions
Reference has been made to land reforms of CEE countries, which so far do not 
serve for generating of the capital, and thus – to the ineffi cient land use. 

Formal property is more than just ownership. It has to be viewed as the 
indispensable process that provides people with the tools to focus their thinking 
on those aspects of their resources from which they can extract capital. “Formal 
property is more than a system for titling, recording and mapping assets – it is an 
instrument of thought, representing assets in such a way that people’s minds can 
work on them to generate surplus value” (De Soto 2000).

No doubts that theory of real property economics is right and Western 
experience convincing. The people in Eastern – post soviet countries are making 
territorial plans on permitted land use in future, but anyway the question arise 
– why should we invest in planning of unused land if there is lack of provisions for 
effi cient land use and the political-economic future is still unclear in a country?
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Generally, the government is responsible for establishment and enforcement 
of the institutional framework within which the land markets are able to operate 
properly. The State also needs an effi cient land management and land administration 
capability in order to meet other national policy objectives, including justice and 
home affairs, revenue generation through tax policies, environmental controls, 
rural development, cross border issues and municipal administration at every 
locality (Dale and Baldwin 1998).

In conclusion, this paper wishes to emphasise on some key issues in the form 
of statements to be considered for future explorations. The following statements 
are assumed to refl ect the need for institutional arrangements that will facilitate 
sustainable land use:
- The concept of new institutional economics may serve as umbrella under 

which the institutional frameworks can be developed in CEE countries.
- Although the term ‘institution’ is widely used to refer to an organisation in 

countries of transition, it is assumed here that properly it means ‘regulatory 
framework’ and is concerned with both the regulatory norms (legal 
framework) and the organisations (administrative framework).

- It is assumed that institutional economics would answer that a persons, 
including authorities, are willing to cooperate if and when they perceive 
a benefi t as a result of cooperation. However, it must be understood that 
sustainability of land management and related processes is achievable 
looking from long-run and comprehensive perspective, thus, often it is 
diffi cult to see considerable benefi ts in short-run period.  

- Use of quasi-formal modelling based on investigations may serve to improve 
the transparency of real property markets and to provide stronger basis for 
the reduction of land management costs by preparing appropriate models, 
which are correct, formalised, and complete according to stated criteria. 
Then, it could be possible to assess the economic effi ciency (costs) of the 
process of real property formation and others, related to it, and to evaluate 
the infl uences of institutional performance to land use.  

- Although, roughly describing, the results of modelling show (clarify) what 
already ‘is known’, it might be considered as effective tool to get optimal 
(desirable) results – discussed models of appropriate institutions and 
processes and based on particular problem domains. It is assumed that a 
clarifi cation through modelling might be incumbent in CEE countries, taking 
into account observed processes.

- The discussions on appropriate terminology resources and development 
of the glossary of terms in the fi eld of land management would allow to 
exchange the relevant experience and avoid possible misunderstandings.
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